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"Emotions are the next

frontier to be

understood and

conquered. To manage

our emotions is not to

drug them or suppress

them, but to

understand them so

that we can intelligently

direct our emotional

energies and

intentions...It's time for

human beings to grow

up emotionally, to

mature into emotionally

managed and

responsible citizens. No

magic pill will do it."

Doc Childre

Lightarian™ Energy Healing

Modalities
(Sessions & classes – in-person & distance)

CLASSES AND ATTUNEMENTS AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY AND

IN GROUPS

LIGHTARIAN RAYS™

Empowerment Ray:

Clearing Ray:

Healing Ray:

Activation Ray:

Manifestation Ray:

Package Pricing Available — Call or email for details

This beautiful and powerful Lightarian energy has come forth at this time from

the Ascended Masters and Angels to assist in the reawakening of humanity, to

accelerate healing and to raise our vibration to become the new human

species. The new practitioner/teacher of the Lightarian Rays™, Lightarian

Reiki™, the Lightarian AngelLinks™ and the Lightarian ClearningProgram™

may immediately treat clients and give attunements for that Ray, Reiki level,

AngelLink, or Clearing Program level. All attunements may be passed in

person, by telephone or remotely. A minimum 4-7 day period between the

various attunements is recommended. In some cases, a longer time may be

both helpful and desirable.

The Rays accelerate the unfoldment of, and stimulate breakthroughs in, six

important phases of spiritual and energetic development. They are received as

single attunements by both clients and those who wish to be trained as

practitioner/teachers with no prerequisites.

Inspired by Ascension Master Maitreya. This activation

stimulates further spiritual awakening within all levels of your chakras and

subtle bodies, accelerating and empowering all phases of your development.

Inspired by Ascended Master El Morya. This attunement releases

your adverse soul programs, their associated belief structures and the related

stored energies in your physical and subtle bodies, as well as old fetal energies

and undesirable patterns and attachments in your etheric blueprint. This opens

and strengthens your connection back to Source and lifts the veils that block

fuller alignment with your higher self.

Inspired by Ascended Master Buddha. This Ray accelerates your

healing process through dissolving and transmuting stress, discomfort,

debilitation and dis-ease from your chakras, subtle bodies and ultimately, your

physical body, bringing new levels of vitality and vibrancy. It also creates a

stronger connection with your Higher Self.

Inspired by Ascended Master Sananda. This Ray activates

dormant areas in your energy fields that launch shifts in the fundamental

structure of your energy fields. This allows you to ground higher levels of light

within your energy structure and access expanded levels of your Higher Self to

work through you.

Inspired by Ascended Master St. Germain. This attunement

expands your capacity to authentically step into your spiritual role, more fully

live your soul purpose and manifest abundance in all areas of your life.



Source Ray:

LIGHTARIAN REIKI I-VI™

LIGHTARIAN ANGELLINKS™

LIGHTARIAN CLEARING PROGRAM™

After completing the above five rays, you may receive this advanced

attunement which links you beyond the Maitreya level so that you may now enjoy greater

access to more of the ascended masters and further integrate the 12 divine virtues of

beauty, compassion, courage, curiosity, imagination, joy, justice, love, loyalty, power, purity

and will.

Lightarian Reiki is an expanded vibrational form of Reiki that opens six additional bands of

healing energy, each going progressively higher in vibration beyond traditional forms of Reiki

energy. Some have called this universal energy "Reiki for the lightbody."

You must be a Reiki Master to become a practitioner/teacher of Lightarian Reiki. You must

also either (1) already be a Karuna™ Reiki Master, or (2) receive one additional Lightarian

attunement called a "Buddhic Boost." The Boost is a simple attunement passed by the

Lightarian Teacher that bridges the vibrational gap between Usui and Lightarian Reiki for

those who are not Karuna Masters. The series of attunements for Lightarian Reiki I-VI that

are taught in four steps: I-II; III; IV; and V-VI.. The principles and philosophy of Lightarian

Reiki are taught in I-II. As such, III, IV and V-VI each provide the relevant attunement with

minimal formal training being necessary.

The five Lightarian AngelLinks help you in embodying the qualities of the Angels in your

energy field and in making a permanent connection with each of them as your angelic

guides. The links deepen and strengthen any relationship that you may already have with

them.

Rose Aura: Rose Aura ignites the Seraphin flame of unconditional love in your heart space,

which then radiates through your energy fields and out into all areas of your life. Required in

order to do any of the Archangels.

Archangel Michael: This link places Michael's angelic halo of mental purity over your crown to

facilitate growth of his qualities of non-judgment within you. Michael will also now serve as

your personal guide to the etheric realms.

Archangel Raphael: Raphael infuses you with angelic courage and divine healing as he

ignites a torch of angelic light to help light your way. As you move through life more

courageously, you will discover the divine healer within yourself.

Archangel Uriel: Uriel places within your heart a special gift box filled with beauty. This link

inspires a heightened sense of appreciation for life as well as stimulates your unique talents

of creative expression.

Archangel Gabriel: Gabriel focuses on joy and communication with the divine and helps you

discover what makes your heart sing. He wraps a golden bow around your heart as a

reminder that you are truly a joyous gift to yourself and the universe.

This series of attunements expands upon the benefits of the Lightarian Clearing Ray to

provide an amplified approach to clearing for those that wish to go even deeper. The

program works to clear and release the same 6 kinds of patterning, focusing on each of

them one at a time. These include Path Clearing, Birth Pattern Removal, Template Clearing,

Attachment Removal, Lineage Clearing and Veil Removal. You may receive these

attunements as a client or be trained as a practitioner-teacher.

Please call or email me and I will be happy to answer any additional questions you may

have. You may also visit the Lightarian Institute's website at www.lightarian.com.

NOTE: Lightarian Reiki, Lightarian Empowerment Ray, Lightarian Clearing Ray, Lightarian

Healing Ray, Lightarian Activation Ray, Lightarian Manifestation Ray, Lightarian AngelLinks,

and Lightarian Clearing Program are trademarks of the Lightarian Institute for Global Human

Transformation. Karuna Reiki is a trademark of the International Center for Reiki Training.
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PLEASE NOTE: Please continue to follow the recommendations of your healthcare providers as the offerings provided at

HeartPath complement rather than substitute for medical and psychological care. If you are seeking such services, please

contact your state's medical or psychological board for a referral.

© 1999 and forward, Diane Ruth Shewmaker, HeartPath Center and Celestial Wellspring.

All Rights Reserved.


